Title: AUTOMOTIVE MOBILE TERMINAL CONNECTION SYSTEM PROVIDING MOBILE TERMINAL FUNCTION TO ENABLE DYNAMIC EXTERNAL USER INTERFACE

Abstract: There is provided a method and device of adapting a phone functionality matrix of an automotive mobile terminal connection device to function capabilities of a mobile terminal device connected to said automotive mobile terminal connection device, comprising the steps of receiving data containing an indication about said function capabilities supported by said mobile terminal device, and rewriting said phone functionality matrix according to said received data.
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Automotive mobile terminal connection system providing mobile terminal function to enable dynamic external user interface

The present invention relates to an automotive connection system to integrate a mobile phone terminal into the phone control systems of a car. More specifically, it relates to an connection system that is suitable to obtain and provide information about the mobile terminal function capabilities, thereby making it possible to build a corresponding user interface matching the specific features of the mobile terminal.

As mobile terminals like mobile phones and PDAs have become very popular, the desire has aroused to use such terminals in a vehicle environment. Because usually the vehicles driver is the main user of the terminal, the necessity exists to operate the terminal in a kind of handsfree mode. To minimize the risks of using a mobile terminal during driving that are mainly due to the distraction caused by operating a terminal while at the same time controlling the car, different holder devices have been constructed. These range from rather simple mechanical holders, whose only purpose is to place the mobile terminal in an optimal position to the driver, to very sophisticated devices. The latter ones utilize certain internal car systems like the audio system, displays like those belonging to a navigation system, or controls, for example buttons placed on the steering wheel. The speakers of the audio system may so be used for playback purposes, while installed controls may suit to operate the terminal instead of using the terminals own controls.

These common mobile terminal car integration kits suffer from one major drawback that is interoperability. Integrating such kits into a car might be a quite expensive and complicated task. Since they have to be adapted both to the specific type of car and the type of terminal, an obvious problem arises. While the average lifespan of a car may be about 10 years or more, typical product cycles of mobile terminals are much shorter, at best about 1-3 years. Buying a new terminal from the same manufacturer or even from a different manufacturer will most certainly lead to also purchasing a new car integration kit. That is because such kits, the more sophisticated they are, the more likely, they are adapted to both the proprietary communication
protocol of the corresponding terminal and the also proprietary communication protocol of the car, or in other words the central car controller. So a new mobile terminal will almost certainly not fit into an already installed integration kit, neither mechanically nor electrically. Since the costs of such a kit are considerably high, installing a new integration kit will not be easily accepted by a user. Neither he may want to accept to be forced to further use a terminal that is far off the state of the art, just to keep the already installed integration kit.

To overcome this drawback, different approaches have been made. One of the easiest ways may be to include only functions in the integration kit that are common to most terminals, like taking a call or hanging up, and using a kind of simple universal holder. Obviously this would give the user only very restricted possibilities to use more sophisticated features of both the terminal and the internal systems of the car. So the logical next step was using kits containing a part specific to a certain car and comprising a universal connector to connect with a terminal specific holder. For each type of mobile terminal a specific holder or cradle has been used which possesses a corresponding universal connector fitting into that of the integration kit. This cradle may be equipped to translate between the car specific part of the kit and the mobile terminal, i.e. converting the communication protocol of one to another.

Though lacking the possibility to make use of more sophisticated features, this may already seem to be a solution to the problem of interoperability. But some details are not yet solved completely satisfactory. A crucial step is to communicate with the mobile terminal by the cradle. As of today, this is done in a kind of passive manner, i.e. that the cradle waits for data sent by the terminal. This could be information about an incoming call or message, or the signal that the user has successfully entered the correct PIN number on the terminal for example. Since types of terminals exist that do not show such a behaviour, i.e. that are not sending information automatically, this method will not work in every possible combination of integration kit and mobile terminal. If the terminal does not automatically send required information to the cradle, the kit will wait forever for needed data.

Also, provided that the car specific part of the kit provides all functionality that the cars control and display systems can offer, certainly not all types of terminal will support all these functions. If the user tries to use one of the functions offered by the kit but not supported by the actual
terminal, unwanted reactions may occur. In the best case the kit will send back an error message informing the user that the wanted function is not available with this terminal. Second best would be to simply ignore the user request. In the worst possible case this will lead to a malfunction of the terminal. Anyone of these possibilities is unwanted. If a user tries to use a function that seems to be present to him, he expects that it can be used. He certainly will not understand why a function is offered to him that cannot be used though. With regard to easy understanding of the operation this is quite undesirable and should be avoided at all.

In order to adapt the car specific part of the kit to the special features of the mobile terminal and make the mobile terminal interoperable with systems of the car, information about the function capabilities of the terminal has to be provided.

So obviously, the need for a mobile terminal car connection system exists, that incorporates the advantages already achieved by state of the art devices but avoids the aforementioned drawbacks. The objects of the present invention are thus to provide a mobile terminal car connection system that is completely interoperable with both internal car systems and present or future terminals from the same or even different manufacturers. That means a system that offers all functions to the user that are actually usable in a given combination of car and mobile terminal. And also one that is easily upgradable with minimal costs that may be caused by a change of the mobile terminal used.

To achieve the aforementioned objects, the present invention provides a system for integrating a mobile terminal into the systems of a car, which is adapted to provide mobile terminal capability information to ensure complete interoperability of a given combination of car and mobile terminal.

According to an aspect of the present invention a method is provided to adapt a phone functionality matrix of an automotive mobile terminal connection device to function capabilities supported by a mobile terminal device connected to the automotive mobile terminal connection device. The method comprises the steps of:

- receiving data containing an indication about the function capabilities supported by the mobile terminal device; and
rewriting the phone functionality matrix according to the received data.

It is preferred that the data containing an indication about said function capabilities supported by said mobile terminal device is received from a mobile terminal cradle. Since the mobile terminal cradle has to be specifically adapted to a certain type of mobile terminal device, it may also provide the data containing an indication about said function capabilities and thus send that data.

It is preferred that the automotive mobile terminal connection device requests the data from the mobile terminal device. The automotive mobile terminal connection device may easily request that data utilizing for example standard AT commands common to GSM mobile phones.

It is preferred that the data containing an indication of said function capabilities is received from the mobile terminal device by requesting type and software version thereof. Though this may require occasional software upgrades for the automotive mobile terminal connection device this is a way which is easy to implement to determine the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device.

It is preferred that the data containing the indication of the function capabilities is provided to the automotive mobile terminal connection device by the mobile terminal cradle. The cradle derives type and software version from the mobile terminal device. This may especially be useful if a cradle is adapted to several mobile phones belonging to the same series, i.e. having the same bottom connector and interface protocol, but different function capabilities. Thus the cradle has to derive the supported function capabilities from type and software version of the mobile phone actually connected.

It is preferred that the functionality matrix is sent to a central car controller to enable the central car controller to build a user interface corresponding to the functionality matrix. Since the central car controller is aware of the features of systems of the car, like those of controls and display systems for example, it is the device which is responsible for building a user interface. And thus data need to be provided to enable it to adapt this user interface to correspond to the function capabilities of the mobile terminal.
According to another aspect of the present invention, an automotive mobile terminal connection device is provided. The automotive mobile terminal connection device comprises an interface suitable to connect with a central car controller and a connector to connect with a mobile terminal cradle which is adapted for physically receiving a mobile terminal device. It is characterized by a phone functionality matrix which reflects function capabilities of said mobile terminal device.

It is preferred that the automotive mobile terminal connection device is adapted to request data from the mobile terminal device containing an indication of the function capabilities. As described before, utilizing for instance standard GSM AT commands, this would be a flexible way to derive the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device.

It is preferred that the automotive mobile terminal connection device is adapted to request the data containing the indication about the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device from the mobile terminal cradle. As also described before, the mobile terminal cradle would be an ideal location to store or otherwise provide information about the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device.

It is preferred that the automotive mobile terminal connection device is adapted to request type and software version of the mobile terminal device. As described before this is an easy way to derive the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device, even though it has considerable disadvantages.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention a mobile terminal cradle for physically receiving a mobile terminal device is provided. It comprises a connector adapted to connect to an automotive mobile terminal connection device, an interface device adapted to request user data from and send user data to the mobile terminal device. That means the cradle is adapted to actively request user data that may not be automatically provided by the mobile terminal device. This might be information about incoming messages or calls for example. One might also say that the cradle actively supports the communication with the automotive mobile terminal connection device.
It is preferred that the mobile terminal cradle is adapted to request data from the mobile terminal device containing an indication about function capabilities of the mobile terminal device. That means that the cradle is enabled to actively obtain information about the functions supported by the mobile terminal device. This is useful for types of mobile terminals that do not provide such information automatically.

It is preferred that the mobile terminal cradle comprises a storage which contains an indication about the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device. Since the cradle has to be specifically adapted to a certain type of mobile terminal device anyway, it is only logical to store information about the functions supported by that particular mobile terminal device in here.

It is preferred that the mobile terminal cradle comprises a processor adapted to convert a communication protocol of the mobile terminal device into a communication protocol supported by the automotive mobile terminal connection device. That way, different types of mobile terminals may be used with the same automotive mobile terminal connection device, each having its own cradle. The communication protocols of different mobile terminal devices can so be translated to the automotive mobile terminal connection device.

It is preferred that the mobile terminal cradle comprises a charger adapted to charge the battery of the mobile terminal. It should be obvious that it is comfortable to also provide a power source to the terminal which is part of the cradle, instead of a separate charging device.

It is preferred that the mobile terminal cradle is adapted to simulate a predetermined type of mobile terminal device to said automotive mobile terminal connection device. That means, for the automotive mobile terminal connection device it seems as if always the same predetermined type of mobile terminal device is connected to the cradle, regardless of the type of mobile terminal device actually connected. This may be desirable, because thus the adaptation could be made easier, while at the same time losing some level of interoperability. If the type of terminal corresponding to this unified functionality only support few features, some more sophisticated features of the terminal actually connected would be lost. While otherwise, if the terminal actually connected supports less features than the terminal corresponding to the unified functionality the problem of presenting unusable features through the cars system would come up.
again. In certain circumstances this may though be a useful possibility.

The accompanying drawings are included to provide a further understanding of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification. The drawings illustrate embodiments of the present invention and serve, together with the description, to explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings,

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates another embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 illustrates another embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 4 illustrates yet another embodiment of the present invention.

In Fig. 1 a mobile terminal car connection system according to the invention is schematically illustrated. A mobile terminal P is electrically connected to a cradle 4, in a bi-directional way, through an interface 12. So the terminal P can send data to be received by the cradle 4, and vice versa. The cradle 4 is connected with an automotive mobile terminal connection device 2. Cradle 4 and automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 are interconnected also in a bi-directional way, through connector 20 being part of the automotive mobile terminal connection device 2, and connector 24 being part of the cradle 4. Those two connectors 20 and 24 are standardized connectors, meaning that every cradle 4 equipped with a connector 24 can be connected to the automotive mobile terminal connection device 2. If the terminal P is a Nokia® mobile terminal, no processing of data received from the terminal P is necessary, because the automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 supports the Nokia® proprietary communication protocol. The cradle 4 may optionally contain a processor 14, in case the cradle 4 is adapted for a non-Nokia® mobile terminal. The processor 14 translates data sent by the mobile terminal device P into the Nokia® protocol. In case a Nokia® terminal is connected to the mobile terminal connection device and no processing of data received from the terminal P is necessary and cradle 4 and/or processor 14 are thus not needed, a direct cable connection from automotive terminal connection device 2 to the mobile terminal P can be used. The automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 is bi-
directionally connected with a central car controller 18 through an interface 22. The central car controller 18 is connected to an internal car display system 8 and internal car controls 10. Car controls 10 could be control buttons on the steering wheel (as shown in fig. 2), or control keys of an integrated navigation system or the like. Those are connected bi-directionally with the automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 through central car controller 18 and interface 22, in order to send control commands given through the control keys to be handled by the terminal P and to receive feedback from the terminal P, for instance in order to light an LED in a control key after a function has been switched on. The cradle 4 may optionally include a charger 16, which is adapted to charge the battery of the mobile terminal device P.

In fig. 2 a typical configuration of the present invention is illustrated. Only the parts that may be visible to the user are shown here, while connections and other parts usually hidden are not shown. A mobile terminal device P is physically received in a cradle 4 and releasably attached thereto. The cradle 4 can be mounted in a position that is suitable, dependant on wether the terminals display and control keys are to be used, and if the terminals speakers or those belonging to the cars audio system will be used. An automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 can be mounted either visibly in a radio mounting slot or the like, or hidden in the glove box for example, provided the necessary connection with the cradle 4 is ensured. The cars radio system R may be utilized to control the terminal P and serve as a replacement of the terminals own display, if the radio system R is suitably equipped. Control buttons 10, for example incorporated into the steering wheel, may suit the purpose of controlling the terminals functions, while a display device 8, being for instance part of the cars navigation system, may also serve to act as a replacement for the terminals display.

In fig. 3 a possible functionality matrix is shown. In this case said matrix is rather simple, only containing certain features and the information if a mobile terminal can support them or not. It would easily be possible to expand the matrix, for example to give information not only if, but also how or in other words in what way or to what degree certain features are supported by the mobile terminal. For example for the cell "List SMS", possible entries could then be "in order of receiving", "in alphabetical order", "only from persons in the phonebook" and the like. That way, a very fine-tuned matrix could be derived, to be provided to the central car controller in order to build a sophisticated user interface taking advantage of all the advanced features of the mobile
terminal.

In fig. 4 a schematic diagram about second call initiation is illustrated. The automotive mobile terminal connection device 2 and the cradle 4 are shown, also a mobile phone P. Manual dialling on the mobile phone P is possible directly with an active single call or after separately putting the active call on hold. State changes after user operations on the mobile phone P are only detectable from cyclic checking of the call list (CLCC).

There are two major kinds of data exchanged between the mobile terminal device, the cradle and the automotive mobile terminal connection device of the present invention. On the one hand there is so-called user data. This can be either the contents of an SMS message, information about an incoming call or the like, sent from the mobile terminal device. Or user data that is sent to the mobile terminal device, for example commands like establishing a mobile connection, in other words dialling, changing the ring tone or the like. User data is thus sent in both directions from and to the mobile terminal device. On the other hand there is data containing an indication about functions supported by the mobile terminal. This kind of data is only sent in the direction from the mobile terminal device to the automotive mobile terminal connection device, either automatically or requested by the mobile terminal cradle oder the automotive mobile terminal connection device.

Examples for user data that is either received or has to be requested are:

Indication of entering a PIN number:

The automotive mobile terminal connection device needs information about if the user has already entered his PIN to begin its operation. Some phones (type A) send a message through the bottom connector that the correct PIN number has been entered. Other phone types (type B) make it necessary to request a confirmation about if the PIN has been correctly entered. In the sense of the present invention the automotive mobile terminal connection device for example waits constantly for the confirmation of having entered the PIN. If a phone of type A with a corresponding cradle is installed, the cradle will wait for such corresponding message and send this message (maybe with a correspondingly adapted command) to the automotive mobile terminal connection device. In the case that a phone of type B is installed with the
corresponding cradle, the cradle will periodically send a request to the phone, to obtain
information if the PIN has been entered. If the phone of type B confirms this, the cradle will
send a message indicating this to the automotive mobile terminal connection device. This
message is identically to that sent with a phone of type A.

Displaying incoming messages (SMS, MMS, Email and the like):
similar to the aforementioned examples the phone may signal incoming messages and/or
output them automatically, or the cradle has to periodically request information about wether
a message has come in and relay that information.

Example for user data which has to be requested:
Requesting the phonebook of the mobile phone:
In this case it is provided that the automotive mobile terminal connection device is adapted to
display the phonebook through a display system of the car. The output of the phonebook
through the bottom connector is different between mobile phones from different
manufacturers or even with phones from the same manufacturer belonging to different series.
According to the present invention the automotive mobile terminal connection device may
for example expect that the phonebook is outputted in an alphabetical order and in a certain
format. If the phonebook is sent in alphabetical order by a phone of type A, the corresponding
data in principle only has to be relayed to the automotive mobile terminal connection device.
If a phone of type B outputs the entries of its phonebook unsorted and in another format, the
cradle will have to first sort the data and convert the format, before the data can be send to
the automotive mobile terminal connection device.

There are different possibilities for the automotive mobile terminal connection device to obtain
the needed information about a terminals function capabilities or features, in order to adapt the
functional matrix. The automotive mobile terminal connection device may utilize standard GSM
AT commands to request the features of the mobile terminal. This is an elegant and flexible way
to obtain that information, since GSM is a widely accepted standard for mobile communication
and the AT commands are supported by most of the GSM mobile terminals. Another possible,
but certainly not as flexible manner to obtain the needed data could be to request type and
software version of the mobile terminal. With this information at hand, the automotive mobile
terminal connection device could derive which features are supported performing a kind of database lookup. The obvious disadvantage of such a method is that of necessary software updates for future terminals whose interface and other details are not yet known. Without such updates of the internal database, the automotive mobile terminal connection device would not be able to recognize terminals new to the market. If new terminals are purchased in short periods of time and/or if a larger number of terminals are to be used with the same car, of different family members for example, this can cause unacceptable costs and efforts. Using one of the aforementioned ways, the automotive mobile terminal connection device is used to obtain the features of the mobile terminal by itself.

A different yet also logical approach is to use the cradle to obtain the needed information about the terminals features. Since a cradle has to be adapted specifically to a certain type of terminal, this is a rather obvious solution. The information may either be hardcoded into the cradles circuit, if only one type of terminal is to be used with the cradle. Or for example a cradle suitable for a series of terminals from the same manufacturer with the same mechanical and electrical properties but different features is utilized. In this case there are methods known in the art that can be implemented to enable the cradle to determine the actual type or software version of the terminal and thus store the right list of features. If the terminal uses a standardized connection protocol, like the bluetooth handsfree protocol (HFP) for example, the cradle can derive the needed information about supported features from the kind of connection with the terminal either. Using one of the aforementioned ways, the cradle is used to provide data containing an indication of the features of the mobile terminal.

The present invention suggests an automotive mobile terminal connection system, adaptable to different mobile terminal devices via a terminal specific cradle connectable to the automotive mobile terminal connection device via a universal connector. So when different persons are using the same car possessing also different mobile terminal devices, each of them may use the connection system by simply utilizing a cradle adapted for his or her type of terminal device. Using future mobile terminal devices is thus possible by only replacing the cradle without the cost-intensive need to replace other parts of or even the whole equipment. The cradle is able to obtain data from the mobile terminal device which is not sent by the mobile terminal by itself. This includes user data as well as data containing an indication of the function capabilities of the
mobile terminal device. I.e. the cradle actively supports communication between the automotive mobile terminal connection device and the mobile terminal device. The automotive mobile terminal connection device can adapt a matrix to match the function capabilities of the mobile terminal device, in order to provide this matrix to the central car controller. The central car controller can thus build a corresponding user interface, which offers only functions to the user that are both supported by the mobile terminal device and that can be controlled and/or displayed through one of the car's control or display systems. This eliminates incorrect operation and confusion of the user, and thus increases ease of use and comfort.
Claims

1. Method of adapting a phone functionality matrix of an automotive mobile terminal connection device to function capabilities of a mobile terminal device connected to said automotive mobile terminal connection device, comprising the steps of:
   - receiving data containing an indication about said function capabilities supported by said mobile terminal device;
   - rewriting said phone functionality matrix according to said received data.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said data containing said indication of said function capabilities is received from a mobile terminal cradle.

3. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, comprising the additional step of:
   - requesting said data containing said indication of said function capabilities from said mobile terminal device.

4. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said data containing said indication of said function capabilities is received from said mobile terminal device by requesting type and software version thereof.

5. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said data containing said indication of said function capabilities is provided to said automotive mobile terminal connection device by said mobile terminal cradle which derives type and software version from said mobile terminal device.

6. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said functionality matrix is sent to a central car controller to enable said central car controller to build a user interface corresponding to said functionality matrix.

7. Software tool comprising program code means stored on a computer readable medium for carrying out the method of anyone of the preceding claims when said software tool is run on a computer or network device.
8. Computer program product comprising program code means stored on a computer readable medium for carrying out the method of anyone of the preceding claims when said program product is run on a computer or network device.

9. Computer program product comprising program code, downloadable from a server for carrying out the method of anyone of the preceding claims when said program product is run on a computer or network device.

10. Computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave and representing a program that instructs a computer to perform the steps of the method of anyone of the preceding claims.

11. Automotive mobile terminal connection device, comprising an interface (22) adapted to connect with a central car controller (18), a connector (20) adapted to connect with a mobile terminal cradle which is adapted for physically receiving a mobile terminal device, characterized by a phone functionality matrix which comprises an indication of function capabilities of said mobile terminal device.

12. Automotive mobile terminal connection device according to claim 11, adapted to request data from said mobile terminal device, said data containing an indication of said function capabilities.

13. Automotive mobile terminal connection device according to anyone of claims 11 to 12, adapted to request said data containing said indication about said function capabilities of said mobile terminal device from said mobile terminal cradle.

14. Automotive mobile terminal connection device according to anyone of claims 11 to 13, adapted to request type and software version of said mobile terminal device.

15. Mobile terminal cradle for physically receiving a mobile terminal device, comprising a connector (24) adapted to connect to an automotive mobile terminal connection device and an interface device (12) adapted to request data from and send data to said mobile terminal device.
16. Mobile terminal cradle according to claim 15, adapted to request data from said mobile terminal device, said data containing an indication about function capabilities of said mobile terminal device.

17. Mobile terminal cradle according to anyone of claims 15 to 16, comprising a storage containing an indication about said function capabilities of said mobile terminal device.

18. Mobile terminal cradle according to anyone of claims 15 to 17, characterized by a processor (14) adapted to convert a communication protocol of said mobile terminal device into a communication protocol supported by said automotive mobile terminal connection device.

19. Mobile terminal cradle according to anyone of claims 15 to 18, characterized by a charger (16) adapted to charge the battery of said mobile terminal.

20. Mobile terminal cradle according to anyone of claims 15 to 19, adapted to provide a predetermined type of mobile terminal interface to said automotive mobile terminal connection device irrespective of the interface of the connected mobile terminal device.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Supported by Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read Phonebook</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reject Call</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List SMS</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Dialling</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailbox</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc.</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4
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